Noble Group Holdings Limited set up a help desk in Singapore

The Board of Directors (“Board”) of Noble Group Holdings Limited (“Noble”), in consultation with the SGX, is pleased to announce that Noble has set up a help desk in Singapore to provide further assistance to the shareholders of Noble Group Limited (“Old Noble”) who are required to register with Lucid Issuer Services Limited (“Lucid”) in order to protect their entitlement to receive shares of Noble, by the deadline of 19 March 2020 (which has been extended from the original date of 19 December 2019).

The restructuring of Old Noble became effective on 20 December 2018. As part of the restructuring, substantially all of the assets and business of Old Noble were transferred to Noble. Under the terms of the restructuring, shareholders of Old Noble are entitled to receive one share in Noble for every ten shares held in Old Noble with any fractional entitlements rounded up to the nearest whole share.

The shares of Noble to which shareholders of Old Noble are entitled, were initially issued to Lucid as holding period trustee for the shareholders of Old Noble for a period from 20 December 2018 until 19 March 2020 (which has been extended from the original date of 19 December 2019). As explained in:

- the press advertisements released on 31 January 2019 and 11 March 2019;
- the postcard sent to the last known address of all relevant shareholders of Old Noble on 11 March 2019; and
- the reminder sent by the SGX on 2 December 2019.

to receive their shares of Noble, shareholders of Old Noble need to follow a procedure (which is set out in detail in the announcement of 18 September 2019) in order to prove they are the correct person entitled to such shares and that they are not a resident, or citizen, of a jurisdiction where it would be unlawful to deliver such shares. Shareholders of Old Noble were required to commence that procedure by registering with Lucid via the website:

www.lucid-is.com/nghlregistration
SINGAPORE HELP DESK

Shareholders of Old Noble are advised that should you have any query or need any assistance with regard to the share registration process or encounter any difficulties in relation to the same, apart from contacting Lucid via email (nghl@lucid-is.com) or B.A.C.S. by telephone (+ 65 6593 4848) or email (main@zicoholdings.com), you may also contact Noble’s help desk in Singapore for further assistance:

Singapore Helpdesk (BY APPOINTMENT ONLY)* at:
Address: Level 30, Six Battery Road, Singapore, 049909 (Attention: Noble)
Telephone: +65 6305 4839/ +65 6305 4838
Email: https://www.noblegroupholdings.com/singapore-helpdesk/

*Please call +65 6305 4839/ +65 6305 4838 first to make an appointment before coming

Shareholders of Old Noble are reminded that Lucid will only hold the shares to which they are entitled from 20 December 2018 until the new deadline of 19 March 2020. Shareholders of Old Noble are encouraged to register with Lucid via the website referred to above as soon as possible to ensure they commence the procedure before 19 March 2020. Provided they have done so, their entitlement to shares of Noble will be protected.
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About Noble Group Holdings Limited

Noble Group Holdings Limited (“Noble”) is Asia’s leading independent energy products and industrial raw materials supply chain manager.

Noble Group Holdings Limited is the parent of the Noble group of companies which underwent a restructuring in the second-half of 2018 and which returned to profitability in the first-quarter of 2019.

Noble operates in the supply chain of energy raw materials, technology metals, special ores and industrial minerals, and base metals, and is supported by its freight and logistics operations. It is rapidly moving into alternative energy and renewables-related businesses. Noble leverages its extensive regional network to facilitate the marketing, processing, financing and transportation of these raw materials, predominantly in Asia. It also provides supply chain and risk management services to clients.

Noble Group Limited, the former holding company of the group (which was previously listed in Singapore) but which is now unrelated to Noble following the restructuring, is undergoing a winding up process in Bermuda.

For more information visit www.noblegroupholdings.com
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